Elution behavior for a large sample size of uranyl ions on reversed-phase columns using alpha-hydroxyisobutyric acid as an eluent.
Large sample sizes of uranyl ions are eluted on a strenedivinylbenzene copolymer phase and an octadecyl phase column, respectively, using alpha-hydroxyisobutyric acid (alpha-HiBA) as an eluent. Chromatograms are obtained from variations of the uranyl sample amounts, eluent concentrations, concentrations of the sample matrix, and the pH of the sample solution for both columns, respectively. Column capacities are estimated from the loading factors measured from the retention times of the peaks. Bandwidths of the peaks and apparent column efficiencies are measured as a function of the loading factor and calculated using the equations derived from the assumptions of a Langmuir isotherm for a single solute. Comparison between the experiment and the calculation reveals that the former showed a broader bandwidth and worse column efficiency than the latter for both columns. The two columns are compared with regards to the retention time, peak shape, column capacity, column efficiency, etc. The PRP-1 column shows a rectangular-, triangle-type peak shape, longer retention time, lower column capacity, and better column efficiency, and the LC-18 column shows a distorted Gaussian curve, shorter retention time, higher column capacity, and worse column efficiency. Column capacity, peak shape, and retention time are dependent on the eluent concentration rather than the alpha-HiBA concentration in the sample solutions.